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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Founded in January 2015, Xross Technology is a new venture based in Abu
Dhabi, UAE focused on both the development of innovative, real reservoir
solution products and asset management in the Oil & Gas Industry.
Xross Technologies applies modern management techniques and LEANSix Sigma standards to individual technical domains within the oil and gas
industry. This is executed to ensure the consistency, quality and efficiency
of study outcomes. We are in the business of engineering practical, useable
solutions that minimize risk and improve profit. We are not in the business of
just providing more data.
Xross Technologies has developed strategies applied to the following
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business areas:
•

Consulting and Project Management

•

Professional Resources

•

Training

•

Product Development and Integration

Xross Technology is the company that specializes in developing fit for purpose,
novel, and real reservoir solutions for the Oil Industry in both the Service and
Operating Sectors.
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X R O S S

T E C H N O L O G Y

S E R V I C E S

At Xross Technology, services can be divided into classical services, management and
facilitating. Of the four main services, our approach to Professional Resources provides
the only available service that allows National Oil Companies to hire candidates within a
few weeks (typically two weeks) instead of the classical hiring process that takes up to
one year to land candidates who have passed interview. The key differentiator is our
small size, speed of execution and the flexibility to integrate and package novel solutions.
The level of industry experience our consultants and alliance members have attained is
second to none.

C O N S U LT I N G A N D P R O J E C T
M A N A G E M E N T S E R V I C E S
Xross Technology has formed an alliance with a number of companies each providing
state of the art technology from asset management, seismic monitoring and QC, to preFEED facility design and petroleum economics. Our Consulting and Project Management
Services are primarily focused on providing asset evaluation and field revitalization for
mature field appraisal and development. Xross Technology’s key technical expertise is in
G&G, Petrophysics, Reservoir Engineering, Core Analysis and Geochemistry. Our approach
uses unique integration architecture, providing auditing and quality control (QC) at each
step.
In order to successfully address complicated reservoir evaluation and mature-field
hidden potential, Xross Technology’s expert team holds a vast variety of global experience
gained over several decades. The core of the team of experts were involved in two asset
evaluation studies, one in Kuwait and the second in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia prior to
the formation of Xross Technology.
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In Kuwait our approach resulted in revitalization of 80 year old asset which was about to
undergo abandonment by the operating oil company. Xross Technology’s asset evaluation,
revealed a huge potential of bypassed in-place hydrocarbon. The study underwent QC by
D&M Dallas, who confirmed the results. A drilling campaign followed to further prove the
success story. This appraisal field study took around two years to complete, but, not only
revived hope in this field, but also increased the Kuwait national reserves by a significant
amount. It is therefore no surprise that Xross Technology’s first client since innauguration is
Kuwait National Oil Company, where we have several projects ongoing at the moment.
In Saudi Arabia, Xross Technology’s asset team had similar success. A full field development
study was made for the Ministry of Petroleum and Minerals Resources in only nine month’s
from initial seismic interpretation all the way to PRE-FEED facility design and petroleum
economics. This project consisted of auditing results from a previous field development study
carried out by two different companies on the same asset. In addition to the study, Xross
team trained ten members of the ministry staff in the details of QC of a field development
plan. A reference handbook was made by the trainees and cross checked with Xross experts
to be used as reference for all future studies.
Our consulting approach is called «DPIE», see figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 Steps of Xross Consulting Approach DPIE.

Each project is divided into 3 separate project stages as illustrated below:
1.
The first project stage is «D», which stands for data auditing and QC. This normally takes 1 to 4
months depending on the size of the field and the amount of available data. In this our senior experts
go through all available raw data, lab measurements, testing and production data…etc. We do not
require access to any previous studies, as clients normally ask us to do full evaluation of the field
static and dynamic data to decide either to further develop the asset, or abandon it. Our team has
mastered going through large datasets to create a clean, clear organized data base of the field. The
output of this project stage is «YES» or «NO» answer. YES, there is enough data to evaluate the field or
NO there is not. If the answer is «NO», Xross Technology team will provide a list of missing data along
with recommendation on what is required to collect it in the most cost effective way.
2.
The second project stage is «PI», which is the primary technical domain interpretation followed
by integrated interpretation. Our team normally starts with quick individual domain interpretations
separately before discussing all the results as asset team. Usually, there will be differences between
different domains. Under normal circumstances we can make extra lab measurements, core description
and geochemistry to decide which is the most likely solution. This is an iterative approach, which usually
ends up with few hypotheses (limited to maximum 5). What makes our approach unique is a very
strong Petrophysics knowledge coupled with the ability to develop new “outside of the box” workflows
to overcome data limitations.
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In the Kuwait project, to overcome the limitations of special core analysis (SCAL) to derive Archie
parameters (‘m’ and ‘n’) and correct for low resistivity pay, Dr. Naim Al-Jabari developed a world first
by being able to derive Archie parameters using a custom designed digital rock physics workflow. This
new technique is called «Ancient Core SCAL Evaluation” and allows for the determination of Archie
parameters from old, unpreserved core without any real age limit.
We are one of the few organizations that involves from day one reservoir and production engineering
in the G&G stage to ensure that a real integration of knowledge and understanding of the reservoir
characterization is shared between the team.
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3.
The third project stage is «E», which stands for the Evaluation of different hypotheses.
Conventional consultant company’s evaluation services stop at the second project stage, where
recommendations are made and the team leaves. We do not believe this is the best approach,
nor how a true «Trusted Advisor» should act. Instead we believe that the consultant must stay to
see if the interpretation given was correct or not. Hence, for each hypothesis we deliver in the
PI project stage, we provide the client with ways to test the hypotheses to find out which one is
the most appropriate and representative. We then take this new knowledge and update all field
simulation models.
In the Kuwait project, there was a great deal of skepticism and even rejection of our results by the
client’s technical team. After all, the results were completely at odds with 80 years of assumptions
and modelling. To resolve the situation, their senior management agreed to the idea of drilling six
appraisal wells to examine our hypotheses. Drilling was completed in the locations jointly selected
by Xross asset team and the client asset team. The drilling and testing results confirmed our
interpretation and this field is moving from appraisal to field development next year.
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To summarize our areas of expertise, we classify them under three main categories:

Re s e r v o i r C h a r a c teri zati on :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geochemistry integration for exploration and field development applications.
Advance Seismic Interpretation.
Stratigraphic Traps Identification and Evaluation.
Complex Carbonate Reservoir Characterization.
Low Resistivity Pay.
Bypassed oil.
Core Analysis Program Planning, QC and Interpretation.
Advance Formation Evaluation (Electro-facies, Rock Typing, and Pore-Type).
Ancient Core SCAL Evaluation.
Unconventional Asset Evaluation.
Heavy Oil Viscosity Mapping using Biostratigraphy.
Tar Identification and Mapping.
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Re s e r v o i r M a n a gem e nt :
•
•
•

Reservoir Simulation.
Reservoir Optimization.
Unconventional Asset Evaluation.

Pr o du c ti o n E n h a n c em e nt :
•
•
•

EOR Planning and Monitoring.
RC/PE Heavy Oil Viscosity Mapping using Biostratigraphy.
Bypassed oil.
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PR OF E SSI ON A L R E SOU R C E S
The provision of Professional Resources is the area of traditional qualified man-power supply.
Xross Technology has the unique ability to land resources in country within a short period of time.
This allows for a “try before you take” approach in satisfying the manpower needs of National
companies.
There three different solutions under professional resources:

Full Ti m e R e sourc e s for Nati on a l C o mpanies
We have a unique solution that allows companies to try candidates who pass interview for two
weeks free of charge. If the candidate is found to be good, Xross Technology will issue him/her
residency and place them in the client office on daily rate. At the same time the client can start
the hiring process through his HR department. Once the HR process is completed, the candidate is
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transferred from Xross Technology to the client organization to be a full time employee.
The benefit of this solution that client does not have to start HR hiring process before making sure
candidate is suitable for the position. More importantly client does not have to wait almost a year
till HR process is completed to utilize the candidate. At Xross Technology, we have a large database
of experts that can be mobilized in short period to address client needs in the most efficient way
possible.
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C all T h e E x p e r t
The idea here is that we provide a Domain Technical Expert as a support function as and when
needed by a National Oil Companies. This can be achieved as follows:
2.2.2.1 In house (at client office); where expert is provided by Xross Technology to address specific
short-term project needs that require expertise that is not required on a full-time basis, such
as a Core Expert to plan a Special Core Analysis Program, a Chief Petrophysicist to standardize
processing parameters in a reservoir or field, a Completion Expert to design wells and completions
within a field development study, a Stratigraphy & Biostratigraphy Expert to design the rock
catalogue...etc. An adjunct to this is that we can also include the provision of experts to lead
investigations after accidents as an independent party.
2.2.2.2 An Online system to allow clients to access experts remotely to seek advice and
confirmation of their project strategy (this is still under development).
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Ab i l i t y to p r ov i d e expe r ts w i thout a ge li m i tati on
This allows Xross Technology to provide employment packages, which includes full medical
insurance for those experts who are over 60›s, to allow National Oil Companies to utilize their
expertise either on short or long term assignments.
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TR A IN IN G
Xross Technology provides unique training. Our training is designed to be limited to senior staff
generally with an experience level of 8 years or more. The training is on specific topics, in house,
using the client’s own data-sets. This training is done on a one-to-one basis for the duration of few
weeks to a few months (see workflow below).
We derived this training model after many decades’ experience in classroom training courses.
What we found was that these rarely give more than an overview and do not necessarily deliver a
full competency to course attendees. The benefit of our training model is true knowledge transfer,
at the working level. The instructor does not leave before the candidate can implement what they
have learned on their own data. There is no need for long training outside the client organization
except for few domains where some field work is required as part of the training. This allows the
trainee to actually be productive while training is going on. This is a completely different experience
from classroom training or seconded training for few weeks or months in an International Oil
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Company or service company in order to learn a new skill.
As is often the case, in a few days classroom training, the candidate acquires an awareness level
of a specific topic, but is not equipped with the skills to implement it on his day to day job. In the
case of seconding, the biggest problem is that all too often the candidate can implement his new
skill only on a dataset that is completely different from that in his field.
For example, the client has senior Petrophysicist who wants to learn how to build saturation height
functions for his reservoirs. A request is made to his management for initial approval. An expert
from Xross Technology will be sent to evaluate the candidate’s knowledge level and build customized
training for him. A quotation of the cost of training will be provided by Xross for final management
approval before a kickoff date is decided.
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Figure 2 Flowchart of Xross Technology Training workflow.
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Pro du c t D ev e l o p me nt a n d Inte grati on
At Xross Technology, we specialize in identifying and integrating existing services and products
within a service company to create a new product. Dr. Al-Jabari been very successful at that while
working for Schlumberger and Halliburton were in some cases a patent was awarded for these
new products and services.
Xross Technology also provides product integration for clients to provide them with customized
solutions for their specific problems. Xross Technology uses unique products and services from our
alliance members to develop these solutions.
As can be seen from the information above Xross Technology is forging a new paradigm in the way
technical expertise is accessed by the client companies. Our key belief is that whatever the solution
it must be usable, it must provide value, in other words, it must be real. Hence our companies
byline, Real Reservoir Solutions.
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